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Abstract

Landmark judgments are of prime importance
in the Common Law System because of their
exceptional jurisprudence and frequent refer-
ences in other judgments. In this work, we
leverage contextual references available in cit-
ing judgments to create an extractive summary
of the target judgment. We evaluate the pro-
posed algorithm on two datasets curated from
the judgments of Indian Courts and find the
results promising.

1 Introduction

In a Common law legal framework, law profession-
als scrutinize a plethora of legal case documents to
comprehend the Court’s handling in diverse legal
scenarios. These documents customarily span from
dozens to hundreds of pages, making them arduous
to comprehend. Ergo, condensed summaries are a
valuable aid for legal research. Manually crafting
case summaries is an intellectually demanding task
that requires deep, intense legal knowledge and ex-
perience of law experts. Automatic summarization
of legal judgments is a practical and potent solution
and, therefore, a widely researched problem among
NLP researchers. Several earlier studies have pro-
vided insights into the challenges associated with
summarization of judgments (2004; 2006; 2019;
2021; 2023). Summarizing Indian judgments is
tough due to their varied structures, unlike US, UK,
Australia and Canada.

Landmark judgments are important court rulings
that establish novel legal principles, handle remark-
able legal issues, mould the understanding of law,
and leave a long-lasting effect on jurisprudence.
These judgments not only draw public attention
but also gather a large number of citations in later
judgments. The citing judgments spotlight the
substantive arguments and precedents that lend
weight to the ruling in the cited judgment. Each
citation in a citing judgment is an informative

source for legal points of the prior case, statutes,
or laws to support the decision. Summary of a
landmark judgment highlights the noteworthy
attributes of the judgment and provides insight
into issues handled within the case, critical le-
gal points, and arguments presented by the lawyers.

Related Work: Legal text summarization has drawn
considerable attention, specifically in the Indian
context (2006; 2019; 2021; 2021; 2021; 2021;
2022; 2022; 2022; 2022). Bhattacharya et al. com-
pare legal summarization algorithms on Indian
Supreme Court judgments dataset1, while Shukla
et al. (2022) comprehensively evaluate extractive
and abstractive summarization algorithms through
automated and human assessment. Extractive legal-
domain specific summarization algorithms in other
countries include Farzindar (2004) (Canada), Gal-
gani et al. (2012a); Polsley et al. (2016); Galgani
et al. (2012b) (Australia), Liu and Chen (2019)
(China), Bhattacharya et al. (2021) (India).

Abstractive Legal Text Summarization algo-
ritrhms include Legal-LED (NSI319, 2021a),
Legal-pegasus (NSI319, 2021b), LegalSumm
(Feijo and Moreira, 2023). Recently, Paul
et al. (2022) developed two transformer-based pre-
trained language models, InLegalBERT and In-
CaseLawBERT, through the re-training of Legal-
BERT (Chalkidis et al., 2021) and CaseLawBERT
(Zheng et al., 2021), respectively.
Contributions: We design an unsupervised, extrac-
tive algorithm, CB-JSumm, to summarize a land-
mark judgment by leveraging its incoming citations
(Sec. 2). We also curate two datasets for citation-
based summarization of judgments consisting of 99
(50 + 49) Indian judgments, citing judgments, and
gold standard (reference) summaries and assess the
quality of the algorithmic summaries(Sec. 3).

1https://zenodo.org/record/7152317#
.Yz6mJ9JByC0
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Figure 1: A target landmark judgment J, set C of citing
judgments, and the corpus of extracted citation sen-
tences S

2 Methodology

Given a target landmark judgment J to be sum-
marized, and C = {C1, . . . ,Ct} a set of citing
judgments, the goal of citation-based legal text sum-
marizer is to present a condensed representation
of J using the citation information available in the
citing judgments (Ci’s). Judgment J is tokenized
into n sentences (j1, . . . , jn) and salient sentences
are selected for summary JSumm.

For citation-based summarization, it is prudent
to consider the context in which the judgment is re-
ferred. However, extracting context from the citing
judgment is a nontrivial task and requires a cautious
approach. Since the referring sentence may be in-
adequate representative of the context in which the
target judgment J is referred, we consider the entire
paragraph where the target judgment is cited. This
paragraph is referred as the citing-text-span and
individual sentences in citing-text-span are referred
as citation sentences or simply citances.

All citing-text-spans are harvested from all citing
judgments of J and tokenized into sentences. The
collection of citances from the citing-text-spans is
denoted by S. Thus, S = (s1, . . . , sm) contains all
contextual information from all citing judgments
contained in C. Fig. 1 clarifies the notation and
terminology used throughout the paper.

2.1 Citation Based Judgment Summarization
Algorithm

The core idea of the proposed algorithm CB-JSumm
(Citation-Based Judgment Summarization) is to
leverage contextual information contained in the
citing-text-spans of the citing judgments for iden-
tifying the significant sentences in the target judg-
ment. The algorithm, which has three phases, re-

Figure 2: Pipeline for proposed CB-JSumm Algorithm

quires citing judgments of the target judgment (J)
to prepare the input corpus of citances (S).

Phase I of the algorithm is the preparatory step
to retrieve contextual embeddings of sentences in
S. For this purpose, we use InLegalBert, a pre-
trained transformer-based language model tailored
for the Indian legal domain (Paul et al., 2022). Sim-
ilarly, we retrieve embeddings for the sentences
in J and compute semantic similarity between the
citances and judgment sentences in phase II (Fig.
2). Finally, we identify judgment sentences that are
worthy of being included in the summary based on
the semantic similarity scores in phase III.

Algorithm 1: CB-JSumm Algorithm
Input: set of n judgment sentences J, set of m citation sentences S,

desired summary length l
Output: Judgment Summary JSumm

1 SE ← Embedding(S); // Embeddings of m citation sentences
2 JE ← Embedding(J); // Embeddings of n judgment sentences
3 Sm×n← cosine-sim(SE , JE); // Computing similarity score
4 JSumm← sentence-scoring(S, l); // using Algorithms in Sec. 2.2

Algorithm 1 outlines the proposed CB-JSumm
algorithm. In Steps 1 and 2, we retrieve contextual
embeddings of m citances in S and n judgment
sentences, respectively. In Step 3, we compute
the cosine similarity between all pairs of citances
and judgment sentences and place them in matrix
Sm×n. Thus element spq of matrix S denotes the
semantic similarity between the pth citance and
qth judgment sentence. Next, we employ a sen-
tence scoring method to identify the judgment sen-
tences that are semantically close to the citances
and garner the most attention among the citing
judgments. The scoring method selects the signifi-
cant sentences and returns the summary of desired
length l . Selected sentences are rearranged accord-
ing to the judgment’s original order to ensure co-
herence.

The sentence scoring function (Step 4) is the



critical component of an unsupervised extractive
summarization algorithm and primarily determines
the summary quality. Our scoring approach relies
on semantic similarity between the contextual in-
formation contained in the citing-text-spans and
the judgment sentences. We describe three scoring
heuristics and compare them empirically in Sec. 3.

2.2 Sentence Scoring

In citation-based summarization of judgment, the
objective is to identify judgment sentences that
closely align with most citances. It is noteworthy
that column q in matrix S reflects the semantic
similarity of the qth judgment sentence with all ci-
tances. Similarly, row p indicates the similarity of
pth citance with all judgment sentences. We pro-
pose three approaches described in the subsections
below.

2.2.1 CiSumm Sentence Scoring
CiSumm scoring method is a simple and intuitive
scoring method that considers all citances equally
relevant for creation of summary. The method is
based on the intuition that a judgment sentence
that exhibits higher overall similarity with all ci-
tances deserves to be included in summary. The
score of the judgment sentence jq is the sum of
similarity scores with all citances (i.e. column S∗q
). Top-scoring judgment sentences are selected as
candidates for the summary.

CiSumm scoring scheme is attractive due to its
simplicity and efficiency. However, since judg-
ments often have long and complex sentences,
longer sentences benefit because of their ability
to ensconce richer context. Furthermore, Lengthy
judgment sentences sometimes result in unintended
semantic similarity with many citances, which may
promote them into summary. We examine the ef-
fect of length normalization in mitigating the bias
due to sentence length in Sec. 3.

2.2.2 Additive Sentence Scoring
Additive sentence scoring method follows the idea
that importance of a judgment sentence is propor-
tional to the number of citances with which it bears
similarity. Accordingly, we construct a candidate
list C of top-k scoring judgment sentences for each
citance. Genuinely important sentences in the judg-
ment are expected to be cited more often and hence
may be repeated in the list. Higher number of
repetitions indicates that the judgment sentence is
semantically similar to more citances, and hence

must be important. Similarity scores of the re-
peated sentences are added to signify their exalted
importance. Thus, the additive scoring approach
elevates the scores of the candidate sentences in
proportion to the references they gather in citing
judgments. These sentences are the prime candi-
dates for inclusion in the summary.

Algorithm 2: Additive Sentence Scoring
Input: Similarity Score matrix S, desired summary length l
Output: Judgment Summary JSumm

1 For each citation sentence si ∈ S, add top-k scoring judgment
sentences along with scores to candidate list C

2 Sum up the scores of each repeated judgment sentence in C
3 Select top-scoring sentences from C to create summary JSumm of

length l ;
4 Return JSumm

Algorithm 2 outlines the proposed additive scor-
ing method. In Step 1, each row (Sp∗) of the matrix
S is scanned corresponding to the citance (sp) and
top-k judgment sentences (jq’s) along with their
respective scores (spq’s) are added to the candidate
list C. Step 2 sums up the scores of the repeated
judgment sentences, and finally, top-scoring sen-
tences from C are selected to craft the summary
JSumm of desired length l .

2.2.3 Citation Diversity Sentence Scoring
In Citation Diversity (CD) sentence scoring
method, we select judgment sentences while con-
sidering the diverse context in which the judgment
is cited. This is accomplished by ensuring that each
citance (i.e., each row in matrix S) is processed and
the corresponding high-scoring judgment sentence
is given due consideration.

We select top-k judgment sentences along with
their scores for each citance (si) and length nor-
malized them. The post-selection length normaliza-
tion avoids inclusion of shorter judgment sentences,
which may not penalized sufficiently if length nor-
malization is done before selection.

For each citation sentence, we arrange judg-
ment sentences in descending order of their length-
normalized score. At this juncture, the relevance of
the citances is considered by scrutinizing the simi-
larity scores of the top-scoring judgment sentences
for all citances. The judgment sentence with the
highest score is the one that has the strongest se-
mantic similarity among all citances. The sentence
is picked up and added to the candidate set along
with the score. Proceeding with a scoring judgment
sentence for the next strong citance, the candidate
set is created. Finally, top-scoring sentences are
selected to construct the summary JSumm.



Algorithm 3: Citation Diversity Sentence
Scoring

Input: Similarity Score matrix S, desired summary length l
Output: Judgment Summary JSumm

1 For each citation sentence si ∈ S, add top-k scoring judgment
sentences along with scores to list Li

2 Normalize similarity score of each judgment sentence in Li by its
length

3 From each Li, select judgment sentence most similar to si and add
to candidate set C if it’s not already present

4 Select the sentences from C in descending order of similarity scores
to complete the summary JSumm

5 If desired summary length is not completed, revise C by repeating
Step 3 by considering the next most similar judgment sentence
from each list {L1, . . . , Lm} as in Step 3

6 Repeat Steps 4 and 5, until the desired summary length l is achieved
7 Return JSumm

Algorithm 3 describes the pseudo-code of the
CD scoring method. Step 1 creates the list Li

of k top-scoring judgement sentences along with
their corresponding scores for each citance si. The
scores are revised by normalizing them by the re-
spective sentence length in Step 2. From the list
Li, the judgment sentence that closely matches the
citance si is included in the candidate set C if not
added yet (Step 3) . This permits efficient compar-
ison of the relevance and diversity of the citances
based on their similarities with judgment sentences.
Step 4 creates the summary JSumm by choosing
the sentences from C in descending order of scores.
If the summary falls shorter than desired summary
length l , the next most resembling judgment sen-
tence is added to C from the lists Li’s (Step 5).
Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until the desired sum-
mary length is completed (Step 6).

3 Experiment and Results

3.1 Datasets

To assess the performance of CB-JSumm algorithm,
we curate two datasets2 tailored for citation-based
legal summarization in the Indian context. To the
best of our knowledge, no existing dataset lever-
ages judgment citations for summarization of land-
mark legal judgments.

The first dataset, IN-Jud-Cit, consists of fifty
landmark judgments from Indian Courts. We metic-
ulously gathered citing judgments from the Indian
Kanoon3 website using APIs provided with a free
account. For each judgment, the gold-standard
summary is obtained from Casemine4 website. In-
terestingly, these summaries are AI-generated (ab-

2https://github.com/PurnimaBindal/
LegalTextSummarization

3https://indiankanoon.org/
4https://www.casemine.com/

stractive) and shorter in length. Hence, we antici-
pate that the proposed scoring methods will yield a
lower ROUGE score with small variation.

The second dataset, IN-Ext-Cit, is curated by up-
grading the IN-Ext dataset authored by Shukla et al.
(2022) and comprising fifty Indian Court judgment-
summary pairs. Each judgment in IN-Ext dataset
has two associated gold standard summaries writ-
ten by two different law experts. As before, we
obtain citing judgments from the Indian Kanoon
website for each judgment in IN-Ext dataset. One
judgment, for which there was no citation, was dis-
carded, and the remaining 49 judgments were used
for experiments. Final score for each evaluation
metric is obtained by averaging the score of two
reference summaries.

Judgment Statistics Summary Statistics
Dataset J CJ Sent W Sent W

IN-Jud-Cit 50 15 259 8915 20 465
IN-Ext-Cit 49 14 109 3775 47 1375

Table 1: Statistics of two datasets. J: judgments in the
dataset, CJ: average number of citing judgments, Sent:
median number of sentences, W: median number of
words in the judgments

Table 1 summarizes the statistics for judgments,
summaries, and citing judgments for both datasets.
We report median statistics for words and sentences
due to substantial variability in judgment lengths
within the datasets. It is observed that judgments
in IN-Jud-Cit dataset are lengthier than those in
IN-Ext-Cit. The reference summaries in IN-Jud-
Cit dataset are approximately 5% of the original
judgment length, whereas IN-Ext-Cit summaries
are approximately 36% of the judgment length.

3.2 Competing Methods and Evaluation
Metrics

We assess CB-JSumm’s performance for three
sentence scoring methods (with and without sen-
tence length normalization), with four competing
legal-domain algorithms: CaseSummarizer(Polsley
et al., 2016), MMR(Shukla et al., 2022), Legal-
pegasus(NSI319, 2021b) and Legal-LED(NSI319,
2021a), obtained from GitHub repository5.

We report macro-averaged ROUGE F-scores
(ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L). We aug-
ment our investigation by adopting the semantic-
based assessment metric introduced by Steinberger
and Ježek (2009).

5https://github.com/Law-AI/summarization

https://github.com/PurnimaBindal/LegalTextSummarization
https://github.com/PurnimaBindal/LegalTextSummarization
https://indiankanoon.org/
https://www.casemine.com/
https://github.com/Law-AI/summarization


Algorithm Scoring Methods
IN-Jud-Cit Dataset IN-Ext-Cit Dataset

ROUGE-F Scores
Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

CB-JSumm

CiSumm (§ 2.2.1) 52.13± 6.46 19.10± 6.44 54.48± 6.39 64.60± 5.91 38.62± 9.34 66.74 ± 5.68
CiSumm-LN (§ 2.2.1) 49.40± 7.46 18.06± 7.63 53.79± 6.88 65.05± 6.13 40.22± 9.91 67.95 ± 5.66
Additive (§2.2.2) 50.83± 5.99 17.93± 5.14 53.39± 5.69 64.15± 6.38 38.00± 9.47 66.37± 6.07
Additive-LN (§2.2.2) 50.27± 7.35 18.07± 7.19 53.30± 6.90 64.85± 5.85 39.17± 9.09 67.25± 5.44
CD (§2.2.3) 51.65± 6.20 19.90± 7.12 55.61± 5.71 65.49± 5.98 40.29± 9.38 68.04± 5.70

Competing

CaseSummarizer 40.17± 7.43 10.16± 6.25 44.11± 6.86 59.44± 6.28 31.64± 8.58 61.94± 6.00
MMR 51.48± 8.93 19.79± 8.58 54.72± 8.44 57.80± 6.30 27.97± 8.44 60.38± 6.04
Legal-pegasus 47.76± 13.63 18.28± 8.79 50.41± 13.21 61.97± 5.84 32.77± 8.12 64.20± 5.61
Legal-LED 37.89± 6.01 10.15± 3.47 42.36± 5.50 49.03± 5.42 22.96± 5.89 52.55± 5.05

Table 2: Macro-averaged ROUGE F-scores along with std. deviation for the two datasets. LN: Length-normalization.

3.3 Experimental Results

We report experimental results for two datasets
separately, as macro-averaged values along with
the standard deviations.
Results for IN-Jud-Cit Dataset: Table 2 exhibits
CB-JSumm’s superior performance over four com-
peting methods. All scoring methods surpass
CaseSummarizer, which is corpus-dependent and
uses tf-idf for sentence scoring. ROUGE scores
for CD sentence scoring method are competitive
with MMR scores, but other scoring methods
show marginal performance decline. MMR algo-
rithm also employs tf-idf for sentence scoring and
achieves diversity by repetitively scoring judgment
sentences, which slows down the algorithm. Legal-
pegasus and Legal-LED’s degraded performance
aligns with Shukla et al. (2022) results.

As evident from Table 3, the citation-diversity
scoring method outperforms other scoring meth-
ods and competing algorithms. MMR and Legal-
Pegasus perform better than additive-scoring meth-
ods, while the performances of CaseSummarizer
and Legal-LED leave much to be desired.

Algorithm Scoring Methods IN-Jud-Cit IN-Ext-Cit

CB-JSumm

CiSumm (§ 2.2.1) 0.75± 0.12 0.93± 0.05
CiSumm-LN (§ 2.2.1) 0.76± 0.11 0.92± 0.04
Additive (§ 2.2.2) 0.74± 0.11 0.93± 0.04
Additive-LN (§ 2.2.2) 0.74± 0.12 0.93± 0.04
CD (§ 2.2.3) 0.78± 0.09 0.93± 0.05

Competing

CaseSummarizer 0.44± 0.18 0.90± 0.08
MMR 0.76± 0.16 0.92± 0.05
Legal-pegasus 0.76± 0.19 0.92± 0.05
Legal-LED 0.60± 0.13 0.65± 0.13

Table 3: Macro-averaged semantic similarity scores
with standard deviation between system and reference
summary for both datasets. LN: Length-normalization.

Results for IN-Ext-Cit Dataset: ROUGE scores
are comparatively higher for this dataset owing to
longer summaries (Table 2). CB-JSumm consis-
tently outperforms competing algorithms with a

bigger margin due to similar number of citing judg-
ments and considerably shorter judgment length
than IN-Jud-Cit dataset (Table 1). This not only
vindicates the importance of citations for summa-
rization of landmark judgments, it also explains
the narrow winning margin for IN-Jud-Cit dataset,
where the judgments are much longer but adequate
citations are not available for summarization. Fur-
ther, CD scoring method slightly outperforms other
scoring methods across all ROUGE variations.

Semantic similarity scores for this dataset are
also higher due to lengthy summaries for shorter
judgments. As evident in Table 3, CB-JSumm algo-
rithm performs better than other competing meth-
ods. Legal-LED and CaseSummarizer under per-
form, while MMR and Legal-pegasus slightly lag
behind the proposed algorithm.

As stated before, IN-Jud-Cit dataset reference
summaries are short and abstractive, limit ROUGE
score diversity among the proposed sentence scor-
ing methods. For In-Ext-Cit dataset, CD scoring
performs best among all, as the reference summary
contains sentences of the original judgment. Higher
scores of this method indicate that post-selection
length-normalization excludes very short judgment
sentences favored by pre-selection normalization.

4 Conclusion

We propose CB-JSumm, an extractive and unsuper-
vised algorithm to summarize landmark judgments
leveraging contextual information from citing judg-
ments. We evaluate proposed algorithm using two
curated dataset and observe encouraging results.
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